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Climatic similarity and genomic background 
shape the extent of parallel adaptation in 
Timema stick insects

Samridhi Chaturvedi    1,2 , Zachariah Gompert    2 , Jeffrey L. Feder    3, 
Owen G. Osborne    4, Moritz Muschick    5,6, Rüdiger Riesch    7, 
Víctor Soria-Carrasco    8 and Patrik Nosil2,9

Evolution can repeat itself, resulting in parallel adaptations in independent 
lineages occupying similar environments. Moreover, parallel evolution 
sometimes, but not always, uses the same genes. Two main hypotheses have 
been put forth to explain the probability and extent of parallel evolution. 
First, parallel evolution is more likely when shared ecologies result in similar 
patterns of natural selection in different taxa. Second, parallelism is more 
likely when genomes are similar because of shared standing variation and 
similar mutational effects in closely related genomes. Here we combine 
ecological, genomic, experimental and phenotypic data with Bayesian 
modelling and randomization tests to quantify the degree of parallelism 
and its relationship with ecology and genetics. Our results show that the 
extent to which genomic regions associated with climate are parallel among 
species of Timema stick insects is shaped collectively by shared ecology 
and genomic background. Specifically, the extent of genomic parallelism 
decays with divergence in climatic conditions (that is, habitat or ecological 
similarity) and genomic similarity. Moreover, we find that climate-associated 
loci are likely subject to selection in a field experiment, overlap with genetic 
regions associated with cuticular hydrocarbon traits and are not strongly 
shaped by introgression between species. Our findings shed light on when 
evolution is most expected to repeat itself.

To what extent is evolution predictable and repeatable? Stephen J. 
Gould posed this question through his famous thought experiment 
on whether repeatedly ‘replaying the tape of life’ would yield similar 
evolutionary outcomes1. Gould considered similar outcomes unlikely 

due to chance events and historical contingency in evolution, and this 
thought experiment helped launch decades of research on the repeat-
ability of evolution2,3. Indeed, the answer to this question is important 
because it is central to understanding the processes shaping biological 
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It is now known that evolution can repeat itself but does not always 
do so9,10. Parallelism has been documented at the genetic level, with 
striking cases of parallel evolution involving single genes of major effect 
both within and among species11–13. For example, the Ectodysplasin 
gene controlling body armour has repeatedly been used by numer-
ous populations of stickleback fish during freshwater adaptation14. 
Likewise, the Agouti and Mc1R genes control coloration in diverse 
organisms15–17. In contrast to these studies of major effect genes, paral-
lelism is less understood when evolution involves many genes of smaller 

diversification4–6. For example, instances of repeated or parallel evo-
lution in response to similar environmental pressures can provide 
evidence of evolution by natural selection. In contrast, idiosyncratic 
outcomes can support a role for chance or contingency in evolution 
and indicate constraints on the power of selection. The predictability of 
evolution also has practical implications, for example, for forecasting 
organismal responses to natural and human-induced environmen-
tal change7, the planning of breeding programmes, and the design of 
medicines and strategies to combat disease spread8.
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Fig. 1 | Schematics to summarize the analyses conducted in this study.  
a, Diagram showing the approach to quantify overlap of top climate-associated 
SNP windows between a given pair of species (species 1 and species 2). Red dots 
denote climate-associated SNP windows for each species. We then quantify 
overlap in these windows between a given set of species that can share ‘2 or 
more’, ‘3 or more’ and ‘4 or more’ SNPs (‘N’). b, Parallelism: diagram showing the 
approach to quantify excess overlap of top climate-associated SNP windows 
for multiple species. c, Experimental comparison: diagram showing two steps 
to identify excess overlap in climate-associated SNP windows and those that 
changed in an elevation-dependent manner during an experiment. Here we 

first identify loci/genomic regions associated with the greatest allele-frequency 
change in an elevation-dependent manner in an experiment as those that show 
exceptional change compared with a null expectation (denoted as ‘X’, in dashed 
green line). Second, we compare whether these regions (‘X’) show excess overlap 
with the climate-associated SNP windows (‘N’). d, CHC comparison: diagram 
showing two steps to identify excess overlap in climate-associated SNP windows 
and genomic regions associated with CHCs. First, we identify loci/genomic 
regions associated with the greatest effect on CHC traits (denoted as ‘C’). Second, 
we compare whether these regions (‘C’) show excess overlap with the climate-
associated SNP windows (‘N’).
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effect, although studies of genome-wide variation are beginning to 
fill this gap18–22. However, evolution is not always parallel. Indeed, the 
probability and extent of parallelism decline as the time of divergence 
increases between taxa23,24. Although this decline is well established, 
its probable causes are potentially complex (that is, time itself is not 
the causal agent controlling parallelism; rather, factors such as climate 
and genetics are probably involved, as outlined below and as we test 
here) and remain poorly resolved, particularly beyond experimental 
evolution experiments in microbes25,26. Our goal here is to elucidate the 
factors shaping the extent of parallel evolution in the wild, focusing on 
quantifying parallelism at the genome-wide level.

In this context, two general hypotheses have been put forth, which 
are not mutually exclusive. First, parallel evolution is more likely when 
shared ecologies result in similar patterns of natural selection in dif-
ferent taxa, such as ecotypes or divergent lineages (the ‘shared ecol-
ogy’ hypothesis)27–29. Shared aspects of environmental variation can 
decline with time since divergence, as species (or even populations 
or ecotypes) come to occupy different geographic areas or as local 
environments change over time, thus reducing parallelism at both 
phenotypic and genotypic levels29–31. Second, parallelism is expected 
to be more likely when genomes are similar because pools of standing 
variation, new mutations that arise and the effects of these mutations 
will tend to be more similar in closely related genomes (the ‘shared 
genetics’ hypothesis; we use this term to also encompass the role of 
gene regulation and development)12,32–34. Epistatic interactions might 
be particularly important here because the effects of new mutations 
are dependent on the mutations that preceded them.

Both ecological (that is, habitat and climatic) and genetic simi-
larity are expected to decline with time and there is support for both 
hypotheses24,35–38. However, few studies have simultaneously examined 
ecology and genetics, particularly in wild populations, such that the 

relative contribution of the two factors remains unclear. Parsing these 
contributions is important because it is required to test the roles of 
selection (that is, shared ecology) and constraint (that is, shared genet-
ics) in evolution32,39–42. Here we combine ecological data, genomic 
analyses, a field experiment and genetic mapping to ascertain the 
genomic extent and causes of parallel adaptation to climate, thus test-
ing the shared ecology and genetics hypotheses. Rather than focusing 
on time per se, we conduct analyses that jointly consider the degree 
of climatic and genetic divergence between taxa to parse their relative 
contributions to explaining the degree of parallel evolution observed.

Our study system is wingless, univoltine, herbivorous stick insects 
in the genus Timema, many species of which are endemic to California, 
USA43. These insects are best-studied for their cryptic colours and col-
our patterns, which are controlled by the same genetic region (termed 
Mel-Stripe) in all species studied so far44–47. Timema colouration thus 
provides a striking example of highly parallel evolution at the level of a 
single, largely non-recombining gene region that could be considered 
akin to a major effect locus. However, adaptation often involves many 
genes, including those with alleles of minor effect, arrayed throughout 
the genome48,49, where the probability of parallel genetic evolution 
is less clear20. In this context, we study a novel ecological dimension 
in Timema, namely climate, motivated by the fact that adaptation to 
varying climatic (abiotic) conditions of the environment can be poly-
genic, and the genus Timema inhabits variable habitats in California. 
For example, the occupied habitats of Timema range from sea-level to 
mountainous regions, and from arid semi-deserts near the Mexican 
border to wet evergreen forests in northern California50. Moreover, 
there is climatic variation both within and among species, with sev-
eral species being distributed along elevational gradients (ranging 
from 10 m to ~2,800 m)51. This creates an opportunity to test the role 
of climatic variables, such as precipitation and temperature (known 
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Fig. 2 | Map of species ranges and plots for within-species variation in climate 
PC scores. a, Map of the ranges of the eight species included in the study, where 
the coloured shapes represent the geographic ranges of each species. b, Two 
hypotheses that we use to test for decay of parallelism. The first diagram shows 
our prediction for the ‘shared ecology’ hypothesis where we expect a decay in 
parallelism with an increase in ecological (that is, habitat and climatic) distance. 

The second diagram shows our prediction for the ‘shared genetics’ hypothesis 
where we expect a decay in parallelism with an increase in genetic distance. We 
use these two hypotheses to study the decay of parallelism. c–e, Boxplots of PC 
variation for the first three principal components (PC1, PC2, PC3) for the eight 
species included in the study (N = 1,420 individuals from 53 localities).
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to be important determinants of selection in many organisms52,53),  
in driving parallel evolution in Timema.

For this study, we test the shared ecology and genetics hypotheses 
in Timema to identify climate-associated gene regions within species 
that show a range of divergence times of up to tens of millions of years 
(here, generations). We assess the contribution of shared ecology and 
genetics to genomic parallelism by comparing the proportions of the 
genome that exhibit repeated genotype–climate association. We then 
bolster the evidence that climate-associated gene regions are likely 
subject to selection by using a field experiment and genetic mapping 
of cuticular hydrocarbons. Our collective results yield a comprehen-
sive evaluation of genome-wide parallel evolution in the context of an 
environmental pressure of high current interest (that is, climate) and 
in a system where comparison can be made to parallelism seen at a 
single, major locus (that is, Mel-Stripe) (Fig. 1).

Results
Climatic variation within and among species
We studied 8 Timema species across 53 geographic localities (N = 1,420 
individuals) (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Table 1). We used 22 bioclimatic 
variables describing precipitation and temperature variation, which are 
known drivers of selection in many systems52 including Timema54. Due 
to high correlations among the studied climate variables, we performed 

an ordination using principal component analysis (PCA) of the climate 
variables for all populations included in the study (see Fig. 2a for spe-
cies range map). This revealed that most of the variation in climate 
variables was explained by the first three principal components (PC) 
(Total = 92.2%, PC1 = 51.7%, PC2 = 24.4% and PC3 = 16.1%), which we 
hereafter focus on and refer to as PC1, PC2 and PC3 (see Supplementary 
Table 2 for PC loadings, and Extended Data Fig. 1).

We saw that PC1 is a general axis of elevation and precipitation 
variation, with high positive values representing wet localities at high 
elevation (Extended Data Fig. 1a,c and Supplementary Table 2). PC2 
is a general axis of temperature variation, with high positive values 
representing localities experiencing high temperatures (Extended 
Data Fig. 1a,b and Supplementary Table 2). Lastly, PC3 is an axis of 
contrasting variation in precipitation and temperature, with high 
positive values representing localities (often) closer to the coast 
experiencing greater temperature and precipitation fluctuations 
(Extended Data Fig. 1b,c and Supplementary Table 2).

One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed significant 
among-species variation for all three PCs (PC1: variance component 
12.1%, DF = 7, F value = 104.5, P value < 0.0001; PC2: variance component 
3.2%, DF = 7, F value = 6.803, P value < 0.001; PC3: variance component 
3.1%, DF = 7, F value = 28.07, P value < 0.0001). We also detected clear 
within-species variation (range of median PC scores across the eight 
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strength of evidence for association (measured here using the Bayes factor from 
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Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3 for analogous results for PC1 and PC2) for the eight 

species included in the study. Results are shown along the 13 linkage groups. The 
two values in parentheses above each panel are the number of SNP windows in the 
top 10% quantile (‘windows’), followed by the number of linkage groups with at 
least 1 SNP window in the top 10% quantile (‘LGs’).
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species were −3.0 and 5.8 for PC1, −2.5 to 6.5 for PC2, and −1.6 to 3.5 
for PC3; Fig. 2c,d). We next used these three PCs to identify genomic 
regions associated with climate within species, which is a prerequisite 
for testing parallelism among species.

Identifying climate-associated genomic regions
We first identified the genomic regions most strongly associated with 
climatic variation within each of the eight species. To do so, we analysed 
single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) obtained through previ-
ous genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) of natural populations55. Since 
our data included species that are considerably diverged from each 
other, the number and fine-scale genomic positions of SNPs called for 
each species were different. This could be due to different evolution-
ary histories of the restriction sites targeted for the sequencing and 
genome-level divergence of species from the genome of T. cristinae56. 
To account for this variation, we focused on 100 kilobase (Kb) SNP 
windows to allow subsequent comparisons among species (N = 9,487 
windows in each species, across the eight study species, minimum 
SNPs per window 1, mean SNPs per window 1.78).

Within each species, we quantified SNP–climate associations 
for each of the three climate PCs using BayPass (version 1.2). The 
association of each SNP with population-average PC variables was 
assessed using Bayes Factors (BF), which for a given SNP compares 
the marginal likelihoods of models with zero versus non-zero regres-
sion coefficients. For each species, we then calculated the median of 
logarithmic BF values for all the SNPs in the 100 Kb window to identify 
SNP windows with medians in the top 10% empirical quantile and 
then used these for all downstream analyses (‘climate-associated SNP 
windows’ hereafter). We do not assume that all 100 Kb windows with 
the largest (top 10%) BF contribute to climatic adaptation; rather, we 
expect such windows to be enriched for SNPs contributing to climatic 
adaptation relative to other parts of the genome. In all species, the 
top 10% climate-associated SNP windows were widely distributed 
across the genome and found on all 13 linkage groups (LGs) (Fig. 3, 
and Extended Data Figs. 2 and 3).

Parallel evolution of climate-associated genomic regions
We next quantified the extent to which climate-associated SNP windows 
were parallel (that is, the same) across the eight species of Timema 
that we studied. Here we are interested in identifying and quantifying 
genomic parallelism on the basis of the 100 Kb SNP windows spread 
across the genome (‘genomic parallelism’ hereafter)11,24,57–59.

Critically, we tested whether windows exhibited excess overlap 
across species relative to overlap expected by chance, that is, whether 
the same SNP windows show association with climate PCs between 3, 4, 
5, 6, 7 or 8 species (Fig. 1b). To do so, we conducted randomization tests 
to quantify excess overlap of windows relative to expectations for mul-
tispecies comparisons (Fig. 1a). As an example, an x-fold enrichment of 
2.0 in the genomic parallelism analyses would indicate that overlap of 
climate-associated SNP windows for a given comparison was two times 
higher than expected by chance based on the mean of the null. For this, 
we focused on windows with the greatest (top 10%) climate association 
in nature for all three climate PCs. Notably, this approache randomizes 
the data after results from BayPass have been obtained. We discuss in a 
subsequent section below further results where environmental (that 
is, climatic) data were permuted before running BayPass.

These analyses revealed evidence for genomic parallelism across 
species. For PC1, excess overlap of SNP windows with the largest 
median BF among three or more species was ~2× more than expected 
by chance (observed = 60, expected = 26.77, x-fold enrichment 2.25, 
P value < 0.01; Extended Data Fig. 4), and for four or more species, 
excess overlap was ~4× more than expected by chance (observed = 4, 
expected = 1.03, x-fold enrichment 3.87, P value = 0.02; Extended Data 
Fig. 4). For PC2, excess overlap of SNP windows with the largest median 
BF among three or more species was about ~1.5× more than expected 
by chance (observed = 42, expected = 26.41, x-fold enrichment 1.59, 
P value < 0.01; Extended Data Fig. 5), and for four or more species, 
excess overlap was ~4× more than expected by chance (observed = 5, 
expected = 1.19, x-fold enrichment 4.17, P value = 0.007; Extended Data 
Fig. 5). Lastly, for PC3 the excess overlap of climate-associated SNP 
windows among three or more species was ~1.6× more than expected 
by chance (observed = 43, expected = 26, x-fold enrichment 1.63,  
P value < 0.01; Fig. 4) and almost 5× more than expected by chance for 
four or more species (observed = 5, expected = 1.10, x-fold enrichment 
4.53, P value = 0.006; Fig. 4). Additional tests for historical and con-
temporary gene flow revealed that introgression and gene flow were 
not responsible for this parallelism (see Supplementary methods and 
results; Fig. 5a and Supplementary Figs. 7–9).

Genomic parallelism declines predictably between species
We next tested the extent to which the shared ecology and shared genet-
ics hypotheses could account for the degree of genomic parallelism 
observed with climate across Timema species (Fig. 2b). Shared ecol-
ogy would cause a higher degree of parallelism due to similar selec-
tive pressures from similar climate conditions experienced by taxa 
(that is, PCs 1–3) (Fig. 2b, ‘shared ecology hypothesis’). On the other 
hand, shared genetics would cause a higher degree of parallelism due 
to a higher extent of gene reuse associated with variation retained 
from a common ancestor (Fig. 2b, ‘shared genetics hypothesis’). Here 
we quantified genomic parallelism as the degree of excess overlap of 
climate-associated SNP windows relative to null expectations for pair-
wise comparisons. We estimated climatic similarity between pairs of 
species using climatic data and genetic similarity based on a previously 
published genome-level phylogeny55. We then fit Bayesian linear mixed 
models to explicitly compare models where the degree of parallelism is 
determined by climatic similarity, genetic similarity, or both. Notably, 
this mixed model approach accounts for the non-independence of 
pairwise distances (see ref. 59 for details). Specifically, for each climatic 
PC variable, we modelled parallelism as the x-fold excess in shared top 
climate-associated SNP windows as a function of climatic distance, 
which was calculated as the average difference in climate PC scores 
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between a given pair of species (hereafter referred to as ecology, indi-
cating ‘climatic divergence’), genetic distance, which was calculated 
as pairwise phylogenetic distances for a given pair of Timema species 
(hereafter referred to as genes, indicating ‘genome-wide divergence’), 
or both. The fit of models with or without ecology or genetics was com-
pared using deviance information criterion (DIC) (Fig. 5b, and Extended 
Data Figs. 6b and 7b), which is a metric of predictive performance60.

Our analyses revealed evidence for the effects of both ecology 
and genes on the extent of genomic parallelism, with details that var-
ied among the climate PCs (Fig. 5c,d for PC3, and Extended Data Figs. 
6a–c and 7a–c for PC1 and PC2, respectively). For PC3, the best fit 
was obtained for the full model (ecology and genes), with similar, 
negative effects on parallelism observed for ecology (standardized 
β = −0.47, 95% CI = −0.80 to −0.14) and genes (standardized β = −0.55, 
95% CI = −0.87 to −0.21) (Fig. 5e and Supplementary Table 3). For PC1, 
the genes-only model was the best model (standardized β = −0.55, 95% 
CI = −0.8 to −0.25; Extended Data Fig. 6d and Supplementary Table 3). 
The second-best model was the full model, but this included a positive 
rather than negative effect of climatic distance on parallelism. Lastly, 
for PC2 the best model was a null model of no effect of genes or ecology 
on parallelism (Extended Data Fig. 7d and Supplementary Table 9). The 
results thus provide variable support for both the shared ecology and 
shared genetics hypotheses depending on the climate PC, with the 
association being strongest for PC3.

Comparison of parallelism results with permuted data sets
We next conducted permutation analyses that randomized the climatic 
data before implementing BayPass. We did so to ask whether the pat-
terns of observed genomic parallelism and its decay could have been 
inflated by unaccounted aspects of the genetic data, such as shared 
SNP density in specific genomic regions, allele-frequency distributions 
or linkage disequilibrium, affecting some genomic regions more than 
others. To generate null expected distributions for climate-associated 
SNP windows, we therefore initially permuted PC climatic values across 
populations within species, thereby randomizing the relation between 
the environmental variables and any potential unaccounted-for 
feature(s) in gene regions affecting parallelism. We generated 10 such 
permuted data sets, hereafter referred to as ‘permuted data sets’. We 
then repeated the analysis for each of the 10 permuted data sets, for 
each species separately, exactly as described for the observed data set. 
First, we reran BayPass using each of the permuted data sets and for 
each species. Second, we quantified the degree of genomic parallelism 
by making multispecies comparisons. Third, we conducted our Bayes-
ian linear mixed models to test for the effect of ecology and genetics 
on the decay of genomic parallelism.

For all 3 PCs, the 10 permuted data sets showed no evidence for 
the decay in parallelism with increased ecological or genetic distance 
seen in the actual data set (Supplementary Figs. 1–3). However, the 
permuted data sets indicated significant x-fold enrichments of multi-
ple species sharing climate-associated SNP windows (Supplementary  
Figs. 4–6). In certain instances, the parallelism involved 4 or more 
species, as we found significant x-fold excesses in 3 of the 10 permuted 
data sets for PC1, 6 of 10 for PC2, and 4 of 10 for PC3 (Supplementary 

Figs. 4–6). These results suggest that aspects of the genetic data could 
generate apparent parallelisms of gene regions responding to envi-
ronmental variables across species. However, for PC3 which displayed 
the strongest association of climate and genetics with parallelism, 
the x-fold excesses in the 4 or more species comparisons in the 10 
permuted data sets did not approach the level observed in the origi-
nal data (Supplementary Fig. 6). Most importantly, as noted above, 
for the 10 permuted data sets, the pattern of excess parallelism was 
random across species with respect to its relationship with climatic 
and genome-wide divergence. Our core test of the shared ecology and 
shared genetic hypotheses thus appears highly robust. Having tested 
these hypotheses, we next tested for additional evidence, beyond 
genomic parallelism, that the climate-associated SNP windows have 
been affected by natural selection.

Climate-associated regions experience natural selection
To bolster the evidence that climate-associated SNP windows are 
enriched for genetic variants experiencing natural selection, we 
tested whether these windows exhibited exceptional patterns of 
allele-frequency change in a published transplant-and-sequence field 
experiment (Fig. 1c).

The transplant experiment used a block design to measure 8 d 
survival and associated genome-wide allele-frequency change dur-
ing this period in 500 T. cristinae transplanted to 10 experimental 
bushes comprising two host plants occurring along a gradient of higher 
elevations than the source population for the experiment (see ref. 61 
for further details). Distances between plants within a block ranged 
from 6 to 10 m and distances between blocks ranged from 12 to 30 m. 
A previous analysis of this experiment documented evidence of selec-
tion associated with elevation, which is relevant as the samples of 
species analysed for the current study of parallelism were distributed 
along elevational gradients ranging from 10 m to ~2,800 m61. Here, as 
a metric of possible elevation (environment)-dependent selection, we 
calculated the Pearson correlation between transplant elevation and 
allele-frequency change caused by mortality during the transplant 
experiment. We found that the 100 Kb windows exhibiting patterns 
of allele-frequency change most strongly associated with elevation in 
the transplant experiment coincided modestly but significantly with 
climate-associated SNP windows. Specifically, when focusing on the 
windows with the greatest (top 10%) correlation between change and 
elevation in the experiment and with the greatest (top 10%) climate 
association in nature, windows associated with all three climate PCs 
corresponded with those where change was most strongly associated 
with elevation ~1.2–1.3 times more than expected under the null hypoth-
esis of independence (constrained randomization test controlling 
for SNP density within windows based on 1,000 randomizations; PC1: 
observed = 108 shared windows, P = 0.005; PC2: observed = 101 shared 
windows, P = 0.015; PC3: observed = 105 shared windows, P = 0.021) 
(Fig. 6). Similar patterns were observed when more extreme top percen-
tiles were considered and when using an unconstrained randomization 
test (Supplementary Table 4). These patterns are consistent with the 
hypothesis that multiple genetic variants in these windows are subject 
to selection in nature.

Fig. 5 | Tests for introgression and ‘shared ecology’ and ‘shared genetics’ 
hypotheses. a, Population graph from TREEMIX for all Timema populations 
used in this study (N = 53), allowing no migration or admixture event (the actual 
migration edge is not shown due to the extremely high proportion of variation 
explained from the admixture model as shown in Supplementary Table 9). 
Terminal nodes are labelled by abbreviations for locations from where samples 
were collected and coloured according to species. b, Scatterplot showing 
the relationship between ecological distance (measured as distance in PC3 
scores and as distance in climate variables) and genetic distance (measured as 
pairwise phylogenetic distance) based on a one-way linear model. c, Scatterplot 
showing the relationship between x-fold enrichment (measure for parallelism) 

and ecological distance (measured as distance in PC3 scores) based on a 
single-factor linear model. d, Scatterplot showing the relationship between 
X-fold enrichment (measure for parallelism) and genetic distance (measured 
as pairwise phylogenetic distance) based on a one-way linear model. e, Plot 
showing parameter estimates with standardized coefficients for the full model 
for PC3. Error bars indicate 95% equal-tail probability intervals (ETPIs). Estimates 
diverging from zero indicate a positive or negative effect of ecology or genetics 
on parallelism. This test was implemented for all 8 species and 56 species pairs. 
Results analogous to those for b–e but for PC1 and PC2 are shown in Extended 
Data Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. A negative or positive estimate that deviates from 
zero is indicative of an effect on parallelism.
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Additionally, we found that climate-associated SNP windows 
overlapped more than expected with regions associated with pheno-
typic variation in genetic mapping analyses of cuticular hydrocarbons 
(CHCs), specifically pentacosanes in females (Supplementary methods 
and results; Fig. 1d and Supplementary Tables 5–8), which studies of 

insects have shown can contribute to climate adaptation62,63. This, com-
bined with the results presented above, suggests a polygenic basis for 
climatic adaptation in T. cristinae, with at least a modest correspond-
ence between our top climate-associated windows and the actual loci 
involved in climate adaptation.
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Discussion and Conclusion
We used GBS data from 1,420 individuals across 8 species combined 
with data from field transplant and genome-wide association mapping 
for cuticular hydrocarbons to show that adaptation to climate occurs 
in parallel across species but as a function of the climatic and genomic 
divergence between species. Our results inform five fundamental 
issues in biology, namely: the repeatability of evolution, variation in 
the degree of parallelism based on the climate variables considered, 
the effect of ecology and genetics on parallelism, technical aspects 
pertaining to the study of parallelism and the processes promoting 
parallelism. We treat these issues in turn below.

First, we show that evolution in response to climate occurs in 
parallel among eight species and that parallelism probably involves 
multiple SNPs. These findings fill a gap in our knowledge of parallel 
evolution because many studies, including past work in Timema, have 
mostly focused on parallelism driven by single genes or specific regions 
of the genome14,15,47. These results agree with other cases of parallel 
or convergent climate adaptation that are also driven by polygenic 

interactions21,64–66. Overall, our study demonstrates that repeatability of 
evolution can be driven by numerous genetic paths, but the magnitude 
of repeatability can be highly variable, specifically when considering 
inter-species comparisons.

Second, our results reveal notable variation in the degree of par-
allelism across the three PCs, which we use as composite climate vari-
ables. We attribute the variation in the degree of parallelism to Timema 
species occupying variable environmental niches in their geographic 
distributions, which can cause environmentally heterogeneous selec-
tion. Furthermore, each PC is composed of different climatic variables. 
Therefore, the level of genomic association and in turn parallelism 
would vary on the basis of the PC (and climatic variables) being consid-
ered. For example, precipitation (which is one of the top loading vari-
ables on PC1 and PC2) can affect variability in selection in space52 and 
has also been shown to drive thermoregulatory evolution in Timema54. 
Other unaccounted factors can influence response to climate, such as 
microclimate variation on the spatial scale that Timema species occupy, 
and nonlinear gene–climate associations67. All these factors together 
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Fig. 6 | Evidence for excess overlap between 100 Kb windows associated  
with climate in nature and those that changed in an elevation-dependent 
manner during an experiment. a, Scatterplot showing the mean correlation 
between change and elevation during an experiment versus the median  
Bayes factor measuring SNP–climate (PC3) association in nature for  
T. cristinae for 100 Kb windows. Points denoting windows in the top 10% for 
change–elevation correlations are shown in orange, those in the top 10% for 
SNP–climate associations are shown in blue, and those in the top 10% for both 
are in purple (other windows are shown in grey points). We are interested in the 

top right corner of the plot, that is, the purple points denoting that windows 
were exceptional (top 10%) in the experiment and in nature, and we used a 
randomization test to ask whether more windows fall in this category than 
expected by chance. b–c, Null expectations for the number of windows in the top 
10% for the experiment and in nature based on climate PCs 1, 2 and 3, respectively. 
The null distribution from the constrained randomization test in each case is 
denoted by the grey density plot, whereas the observed value is shown with a 
vertical purple line. The P value for the null hypothesis of no association between 
SNP–climate and change–elevation correlations is reported in each panel.
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could contribute to the variable degree of parallelism observed across 
the three PCs, emphasizing that the genomic basis of adaptation to 
climate in Timema is predictable to some extent, yet complex.

Third, our results reveal that parallelism decays with climatic 
and genome-wide divergence, suggesting that both shared ecology 
and shared genetics can affect parallel evolution. Thus, the paral-
lelism we observe in Timema can be partly attributed to selection 
pressures exerted on insects inhabiting similar niches28. In addition, 
genetic similarity increases the chances for shared standing genetic 
variation in closely related taxa to allow for gene reuse in response 
to similar environmental pressures68. Similar gene modules can also 
drive convergent adaptation to climate, where genes or SNPs that 
collectively serve a similar functional role are tightly integrated by 
strong pleiotropic effects and are relatively independent of other such 
units21,64. Our study demonstrates that both these aspects can affect 
parallelism, with a perhaps more consistent effect of genetics due to 
patterns of ecological variation being more complex among species 
compared with genetics.

Fourth, our approach involving permuted data sets highlights 
important issues concerning analytical aspects of parallelism tests. 
We found no evidence for the observed decay in parallelism with cli-
matic or genome-wide divergence in permuted data sets conducted 
before or following analysis with BayPass. Overall, these findings, 
in combination with the experiment and CHC results, provide sup-
port that the documented parallelism in genomic association with 
climate reflects a contribution from selection. However, we also note 
that our analyses using permuted data sets generated instances with 
‘significant’ x-fold excesses in the numbers of gene regions display-
ing parallelism above null expectations. Our findings thus concur 
with previous studies using simulation-based approaches showing 
that false positives can be detected due to unaccounted aspects of 
the genetic data69–71. Therefore, we suggest that these associations 
should be interpreted with caution, and studies identifying genomic 
association with climatic variables warrant additional cross-validation 
of findings, as performed here.

Fifth, our collective results inform how two core evolutionary 
processes, namely introgression/gene flow and selection, might affect 
parallelism. We show that parallel evolution and adaptation to climate 
occurs despite limited or minimal gene flow among Timema species. 
While introgression can facilitate parallel adaptation to similar environ-
mental pressures through the sharing of novel genetic material33,72–77,  
a lack of introgression or gene flow demonstrates independent 
instances of adaptation and the role of selection in driving parallel 
evolution at the genomic level78. Ancestral genetic variation can also 
underlie parallelism due to similar selection pressures driving pheno-
logical similarity not just for newly formed and partially reproductively 
isolated host races, but also for distantly related sibling species3. Addi-
tionally, while a study on divergent conifers has indicated that con-
served genomic regions can drive convergent adaptation to climate21, 
another study on distinct genetic clusters of Arabidopsis lyrata (two 
lineages) shows that parallelism in genomic association to climate is 
detectable at the gene but not the SNP level64. Both these systems also 
have minimal gene flow. In comparison, a study on replicate pairs of 
threespine stickelbacks implies a substantial role for the environment 
and gene flow in affecting parallelism28. In summary, our study shows 
how local adaptation among species with minimal between-species 
gene flow can occur and consequently be crucial for predicting evo-
lution in response to rapidly changing environments and climate. 
Furthermore, our results bolster evidence for selection beyond a cor-
relational genome scan because we found that the genomic regions that 
underlie parallelism were also associated with allele-frequency changes 
in a manipulative field experiment79 and climatically relevant CHC 
traits. Thus, together these results suggest that allele reuse through 
standing genetic variation, new mutations and selection can all be 
powerful drivers of parallel local adaptation.

Methods
Below we describe details of our methods and analyses, and we provide 
a graphic summary in Fig. 1 of the main text.

Samples and DNA sequences from natural populations
For this study, we analysed GBS data from 1,420 Timema stick insects 
belonging to 8 species from 53 localities: 6 T. bartmani populations 
(N = 195 individuals), 3 T. californicum populations (N = 77 individuals), 
12 T. chumash populations (N = 358 individuals), 6 T. cristinae popula-
tions (N = 205 individuals), 5 T. knulli populations (N = 89 individuals), 
4 T. landelsensis populations (N = 125 individuals), 12 T. podura popu-
lations (N = 255 individuals) and 5 T. poppensis populations (N = 116 
individuals) (Supplementary Table 1). The GBS data for this study have 
been previously published in a study of the speciation continuum in 
Timema55. DNA sequence data, the reference genome, experimental 
data and CHC data used in this study are associated with the previously 
published studies55,61. The associated DNA sequence data have been 
archived on NCBIs SRA (Accession: PRJNA356405, ID: 356405). The 
genomic data in the transplant experiment used for genetic mapping 
of cuticular hydrocarbons are independent from these published data 
and are described in detail below.

Sequence alignment and variant calling
To incorporate variants typed for individuals of each species, we built 
a consensus reference sequence for each species similar to ref. 44,47. To 
do this, we first aligned all reads from all our samples to the T. cristinae 
reference genome (draft version 0.3) using the MEM algorithm of BWA 
(version 0.7.17-r1188)55. We ran BWA MEM with a minimum seed length 
of 15 (-k), internal seeds of longer than 20 bp, and only output align-
ments with a quality score ≥30 (-T). We then used SAMTOOLS (version 
1.5) to view, sort and index the alignments80. We called variants using 
SAMTOOLS and BCFTOOLS (version 1.6)80,81. For variant calling, we used 
the mapping quality adjustment of 50 (-C), skipped alignments with 
mapping quality 0, skipped bases with base quality <13 and ignored 
insertion-deletion polymorphisms. We then set the prior on SNPs 
to 0.001 (-P) and called SNPs when the posterior probability that the 
nucleotide was invariant was <0.01 (-p). We then performed 2 rounds 
of filtering to retain final sets of SNPs. In the first round, we filtered the 
initial set of SNPs to retain only those with sequence data for at least 
80% of the individuals, a mean sequence depth of 2 per individual, at 
least 4 reads of the alternative allele, a minimum quality score of 30,  
a minimum (overall) minor allele frequency of at least 5% and no more 
than 0.01% of the reads in the reverse orientation. In the second round 
of filtering, we removed SNPs with excessive coverage (2 standard 
deviations above the mean) or tight clustering (within 5 base pairs (bp) 
of each other). This left us with the following number of SNPs for each 
species: 10,036 SNPs for T. bartmani, 14,955 SNPs for T. californicum, 
20,478 SNPs for T. chumash, 3,43,746 SNPs for T. cristinae, 25,835 SNPs 
for T. knulli, 21,314 SNPs for T. landelsensis, 21,986 SNPs for T. podura 
and 18,237 SNPs for T. poppensis.

We used these filtered variants for each species to construct con-
sensus reference sequences for each species using the CONSENSUS 
algorithm of BCFTOOLS (version 1.6)81. We then used the consensus 
reference of each species to redo alignments of GBS sequences of indi-
viduals for each species separately. Following this, we repeated variant 
calling and two rounds of variant filtering as described above. This left 
us with the following number of SNPs for each species: 3,074 SNPs for 
T. bartmani, 7,858 SNPs for T. californicum, 4,172 SNPs for T. chumash, 
196,252 SNPs for T. cristinae, 11,139 SNPs for T. knulli, 8,548 SNPs for  
T. landelsensis, 6,000 SNPs for T. podura and 7,157 SNPs for T. poppensis. 
We used this second set of SNPs for all downstream analyses.

Climate variables and SNP by climate association
We used 22 climate variables associated with our 53 study localities 
(Supplementary Table 2), these variables having been extracted from 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/?term=PRJNA356405
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the WorldClim database version 1.4 (https://www.worldclim.org/data/
v1.4/worldclim14.html; climate data for 1960–1990). Since the first 
three PC scores explained the overwhelming majority (92.4%) of vari-
ation in the climate variables (Supplementary Table 2 and Extended 
Data Fig. 1), we used these three PCs to study genomic associations 
with climate in all further analyses.

We used BayPass version 2.182 to identify genomic regions asso-
ciated with the three sets of PC scores for the climate variables. The 
BayPass software controls for background population structure and is 
based on the BAYENV method83. This software controls for background 
population structure by using a population covariance matrix for 
populations within each species and then quantifies the association of 
each SNP with an environmental variable (in our case, a PC axis). We ran 
this programme separately for each species and for each PC (8 species 
× 3 PCs). We treated each PC score as the environmental covariate and 
ran the standard covariate model. For each data set, we ran 4 Markov 
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations, each with a 20,000-iteration 
burn-in and 50,000 sampling iterations with a thinning interval of 100. 
We used the default option of importance sampling to calculate the 
regression coefficient (βi), which describes the association of each SNP 
with climate PC scores. For a given SNP, the BF compares the marginal 
likelihoods of models with zero versus non-zero regression coefficients 
(that is, values of βi); this is similar to a likelihood ratio except that the 
marginal likelihood of the model with non-zero regression coefficients 
are integrated over the prior distribution. Finally, since we had a differ-
ent number of focal SNPs for each species, we calculated the median 
of the logarithmic BF for 100 Kb non-overlapping SNP windows (that 
is, the same window boundaries were used for all species, facilitating 
comparisons among them). For a given species, we had the following 
number of SNP windows: 1,771 windows with an average of 1.73 SNPs 
per window for T. bartmani, 3,852 windows with an average of 2.04 
SNPs per window for T. californicum, 1,806 windows with an average of 
2.31 SNPs per window for T. chumash, 9,754 windows with an average of 
20.76 SNPs per window for T. cristinae, 4,426 windows with an average 
of 2.55 SNPs per window for T. knulli, 3,799 windows with an average of 
2.25 SNPs per window for T. landelsensis, 2,443 windows with an average 
of 2.45 SNPs per window for T. podura and 3,609 windows with an aver-
age of 1.98 SNPs for T. poppensis. Our downstream analyses described 
below focus on these windows. We delimited climate-associated SNP 
windows as those with greatest association with the three climate PCs, 
specifically as the windows in the top 10% quantile. We refer to such 
windows as ‘climate-associated SNP windows’ hereafter.

Quantifying parallel genomic associations with climate
We quantified parallel genomic associations with climate across species 
(using the results described above from BayPass) and used randomi-
zation tests to measure the extent to which the observed parallelism 
exceeded that expected by chance. We report this excess as ‘x-fold’ 
enrichments relative to null expectations, also reporting associated 
P values for statistical significance.

We quantified overlap in climate-associated SNP windows 
between multiple species (‘multispecies comparisons’), that is, we 
tested whether the same SNP windows show association with climate 
PCs between or among 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 or 8 species. We did this for each of 
the three climate PCs using randomization tests (10,000 randomiza-
tions per test) to generate null expectations for the proportion of 
top climate-associated SNP windows shared between a given pair of 
species and tested whether this was significantly more than expected 
by chance (x-fold enrichments and P values). As an example, an x-fold 
enrichment of 2.0 would indicate that twice as many climate-associated 
SNP windows showed overlap between a given set of species than was 
expected by chance (based on the mean of the null). With our approach, 
we assessed coarse-grain (100 Kb) genomic parallelism by analysing 
multiple SNPs spread across the genome, rather than focusing on 
parallelism at the level of specific mutations or genes. Nonetheless, we 

suspect that parallelism at this scale will often involve the same genes, 
as only a modest number of genes occur in most 100 Kb windows (for 
example, the mean number of genes per window is 1 gene).

We note that our approach is not a direct test of whether the same 
variants or alleles per se are responsible for climate adaptation in 
different species. Rather, we assessed the degree to which the same 
gene regions associated with climatic variation within species were 
shared among species, and the extent to which such parallelism could 
be accounted for by taxa being more similar in the environmental 
conditions they experience and/or how closely they are related to one 
another in their overall levels of genomic divergence. Our focus on 
genomic regions as the unit for quantifying parallelism also means that 
it is not necessarily the case that exactly the same gene(s) are involved 
in climatic adaptation between species. However, the size of the win-
dows we used to define genomic regions for the analysis (100 Kb) is 
such that given the gene density in Timema, on average only 1.78 SNPs 
would be present in each region. Thus, it can be inferred that shared 
genetic responses of gene regions across species generally equate to 
the involvement of the same loci or genetic basis for climate adaptation.

Testing the shared ecology and shared genetics hypotheses
We tested the contribution of shared ecology versus shared genetics to 
the observed degree of parallelism. We expected both shared ecology 
and genetics to influence the extent of parallelism. To test this, we fit 
Bayesian linear mixed models to explicitly compare models where par-
allelism is determined by climatic similarity, genetic similarity, or both. 
This Bayesian regression analysis is based on the mixed model frame-
work proposed by ref. 84 and extended by ref. 59. Our method accounts 
for the correlated error structure inherent in pairwise covariates and 
response variables (for example, climatic or genetic distances). In 
this analysis, our response variable was the x-fold excess in shared top 
climate-associated SNP windows for a given PC (we conducted analy-
ses separately for each climate PC). Our independent variables were 
climatic and genetic distances, estimated as follows. Climatic distance 
was calculated as the pairwise absolute mean difference in PC scores of 
each species. We calculated genetic (that is, phylogenetic) distances 
on the basis of previously published phylogeny55. Briefly, we used the 
data from this previous phylogeny (based on genome-wide SNP data) 
constructed using Bayesian phylogenetic inference in BEAST (version 
2.1.387) for 11 Timema species on the basis of GBS data of a curated data 
set of 19,556 single-nucleotide variants. For our current study, we used 
pairwise phylogenetic distances for the 8 Timema species as our metric 
of genetic distances. All variables were standardized (given mean 0 and 
standard deviation of 1) before analysis.

We then considered four alternative models: (1) a null model with-
out covariates, (2) a model including only phylogenetic distance, (3) a 
model with only climatic distance and (4) a model with both climate and 
phylogenetic distance. We fit the models in R using the rjags (version 
4.8) interface with Jags (version 4.3.0). We used minimally informative 
priors for the regression coefficients (that is, normal with μ = 0 and 
precision τ = 0.001) and for the population random effects and residual 
errors, all gamma (1, 0.01). DIC was used for model comparison. Param-
eter estimates and DIC estimates were obtained via MCMC. For each 
analysis and model, we ran three chains, each comprising 10,000 sam-
pling iterations, a 2,000-iteration burn-in and a thinning interval of 5.

Comparison of parallelism results to permuted data sets
We next asked whether the patterns of observed genomic parallelism 
and its decay could have been inflated (unexpectedly high numbers) 
due to unaccounted aspects of the genetic data. We tested this by 
permuting environmental variables (that is, PC scores) before running 
BayPass rather than just permuting BF across species. Our expectation 
was that a high number of false positives with the permuted environ-
mental variables would raise a warning against the results obtained 
from the observed data. We generated and analysed 10 permuted 

https://www.worldclim.org/data/v1.4/worldclim14.html
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data sets identical to our own, but with each PC score randomized 
across populations within each species (10 permutations × 3 PCs ×  
8 species = 240 combinations). We limited our analyses to 10 permuted 
data sets because of the very large computational burden of running 
these analyses. Hereafter, we refer to these data as ‘permuted data 
sets’. We then performed analysis for each of the 10 permuted data 
sets, for each species separately, exactly as described for the real data 
set. First, we ran BayPass using each of the permuted data sets and for 
each species. Second, we quantified the degree of genomic parallel-
ism by making pairwise and multispecies comparisons exactly as we 
did for the real data set (that is, including the permutations to test for 
excess overlap). Third, we fit Bayesian linear mixed models to test for 
the effect of ecology (that is, the permuted climatic PC variables) and 
genetics on the decay of genomic parallelism.

Climate-associated SNP windows and 
field-experiment-associated genetic regions
We quantified overlap between climate-associated SNP windows and 
windows that exhibited elevation-dependent allele-frequency change 
in a previously published release-recapture field experiment. We then 
tested whether this overlap was greater than expected by chance. Full 
details of the experiment can be found in the original publications54,61 
but those relevant for the current study are as follows. The experi-
ment involved releasing 500 T. cristinae (from which a tissue sample 
was taken) onto 10 experimental bushes (5 blocks, each with 1 plant of 
Adenostoma fasciculatum and 1 of Ceanothus spinosus). Survivors were 
recaptured 8 d later. Whole-genome sequence data, which we analysed 
here, were obtained from 491 of the 500 stick insects54.

For the current study, we estimated allele frequencies in the 
released and recaptured stick insects at the 6,175,495 bi-allelic SNPs 
identified in ref. 54. This was done using an expectation-maximization 
(EM) algorithm as implemented in the programme estpEM (version 0.1), 
with a tolerance of 0.001 and a maximum of 50 EM iterations85. We then 
used these estimates to compute allele-frequency change between the 
start and end of the experiment. Then, for each SNP we calculated the 
Pearson correlation between allele-frequency change and the elevation 
at each of the 10 transplant sites. Finally, we determined the average 
correlation between change and elevation for the 100 Kb windows 
across the genome. Windows with fewer than 4 SNPs were ignored. 
These steps were done using R (version 3.4)86.

We then calculated the number of 100 Kb windows that were 
among the top 10% for both elevation-dependent change during the 
experiment (highest average absolute correlation) and for climate asso-
ciation (highest average BF for each climate PC). We used a constrained 
randomization procedure to generate null expectations for such con-
cordance between change and climate-association windows, using a 
separate randomization for each PC. Specifically, we randomized mean 
change metrics across windows, but only among windows with similar 
SNP densities (10 equally sized bins were used for this purpose). This 
was done because we observed a positive correlation between SNP 
density and mean change–elevation correlations per window (Pearson 
R = 0.069, 95% CI = 0.047–0.091, P < 0.001), and we wanted to control 
for this. Null distributions and P values were based on 1,000 randomi-
zations and are reported for each climate PC.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature 
Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
The genetic data used in this paper are associated with previous studies 
and are archived in the National Center for Biotechnology Informa-
tion (NCBI) Short Read Archive under BioProject Accession Number 
PRJNA356405. The genome draft 0.3 is available on the Nosil Lab of Evolu-
tionary Biology website (http://nosil-lab.group.shef.ac.uk/?page_id= 25).  

The climate data and PCA scores used for analyses, a list of accession 
numbers of sequences used in this study, genotype likelihood files, 
variant calling format files and associated scripts, input file and scripts 
for programmes such as Entropy, BayPass and Treemix are available 
on the DRYAD repository (https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.51c59zwbr).

Code availability
Computer code is available at https://github.com/karwaan/Timema_
climate_adaptation_genomics. All associated data files and scripts 
for specific analyses are archived on DRYAD (https://doi.org/10.5061/
dryad.51c59zwbr). Correspondence for materials (data, scripts or sam-
ples) should be addressed to S.C. (samridhi.chaturvedi@gmail.com), 
Z.G. (zach.gompert@usu.edu) or P.N. (patrik.nosil@cefe.crns.fr).
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | PCA of climate variation. Ordination of climate variation (22 variables, see Supplementary Table 2 for code descriptions) via principal 
component analysis (PCA). Points denote the study populations, colour-coded by species.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Manhattan plot for PC1. Manhattan plots showing the 
strength of evidence for association (measured here using the Bayes factor 
from the software BayPass) between a SNP window and climate for PC1. Results 
are shown along the 13 linkage groups. In each panel title, the two values in 

parentheses are the number of SNP windows in the top 10% quantile (‘windows’), 
followed by the number of linkage groups with at least 1 SNP window in the top 
10% quantile (‘LG’).
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Manhattan plot for PC2. Manhattan plots showing the 
strength of evidence for association (measured here using the Bayes factor 
from the software BayPass) between a SNP window and climate for PC2. Results 
are shown along the 13 linkage groups. In each panel title, the two values in 

parentheses are the number of SNP windows in the top 10% quantile (‘windows’), 
followed by the number of linkage groups with at least 1 SNP window in the top 
10% quantile (‘LG’).
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Parallelism tests for PC1. Tests for parallel climate-
associated SNP windows between species of Timema stick insects (all plots are 
for the top 10% empirical quantile) for PC1. Plot shows x-fold enrichments for the 
number of overlapping climate-associated SNP windows for PC1 for comparisons 
between multiple species, that is, beyond pairs of species (for example, 2 or more 
species, 3 or more species, 4 or more species). Gray dots denote x-fold values 
expected under 1000 randomizations for a null distribution. Black diamond 

denotes median of the x-fold values expected under 1000 randomizations for a 
null distribution. Red dot and N value above each group indicates the observed 
number of overlapping climate-associated SNP windows for each comparison. 
P-value above each group denotes whether the overlap is greater than expected 
by chance from a one-sided randomization test. * Indicates x-fold enrichments 
with P-value ≤ 0.05.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Parallelism tests for PC2. Tests for parallel climate-
associated SNP windows between species of Timema stick insects (all plots are 
for the top 10% empirical quantile) for PC2. Plot shows x-fold enrichments for the 
number of overlapping climate-associated SNP windows for PC2 for comparisons 
between multiple species, that is, beyond pairs of species (for example, 2 or more 
species, 3 or more species, 4 or more species). Gray dots denote x-fold values 
expected under 1000 randomizations for a null distribution. Black diamond 

denotes median of the x-fold values expected under 1000 randomizations for a 
null distribution. Red dot and N value above each group indicates the observed 
number of overlapping climate-associated SNP windows for each comparison. 
P-value above each group denotes whether the overlap is greater than expected 
by chance from a one-sided randomization test. * Indicates x-fold enrichments 
with P-value ≤ 0.05.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Tests of the ‘shared ecology’ versus ‘shared genetics’ 
hypothesis for PC1. Test results of the ‘shared ecology’ versus ‘shared genetics’ 
hypotheses for PC1. (a) Scatterplot shows the relationship between X-fold 
enrichment (measure for parallelism) and climatic distance (measured as the 
distance in PC1 scores) based on a single-factor linear model. (b) Scatterplot 
shows the relationship between X-fold enrichment (measure for parallelism) and 
genetic distance (measured as pairwise phylogenetic distance) based on a single-
factor linear model. (c) Scatterplot shows the relationship between climatic 

distance (measured as the distance in PC1 scores and is the distance in climate 
variables) and genetic distance (calculated as pairwise phylogenetic distance) 
based on a single-factor linear model. (d) Plot shows parameter estimates with 
standardized coefficients for the full model for PC1. This test was implemented 
for all eight species and 56 species pairs. Error bars indicate 95% equal-tail 
probability intervals (ETPIs). A negative or positive estimate that deviates from 
zero indicates the effect on parallelism.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | Tests of the ‘shared ecology’ versus ‘shared genetics’ 
hypothesis for PC2. Test results of the ‘shared ecology’ versus ‘shared genetics’ 
hypotheses for PC2. (a) Scatterplot shows the relationship between X-fold 
enrichment (measure for parallelism) and climatic distance (measured as the 
distance in PC2 scores) based on a single-factor linear model. (b) Scatterplot 
shows the relationship between X-fold enrichment (measure for parallelism) 
and genetic distance (measured as pairwise phylogenetic distance) based on 
a single-factor linear model. (c) Scatterplot shows the relationship between 

climatic distance (measured as the distance in PC2 scores and is the distance 
in climate variables) and genetic distance (calculated as pairwise phylogenetic 
distance) based on a single-factor linear model. (d) Plot shows parameter 
estimates with standardized coefficients for the full model only for PC2. This test 
was implemented for all eight species and 56 species pairs. Error bars indicate 
95% equal-tail probability intervals (ETPIs). A negative or positive estimate that 
deviates from zero indicates the effect on parallelism.
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For manuscripts utilizing custom algorithms or software that are central to the research but not yet described in published literature, software must be made available to editors and 
reviewers. We strongly encourage code deposition in a community repository (e.g. GitHub). See the Nature Portfolio guidelines for submitting code & software for further information.
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Data
Policy information about availability of data

All manuscripts must include a data availability statement. This statement should provide the following information, where applicable: 
- Accession codes, unique identifiers, or web links for publicly available datasets 
- A description of any restrictions on data availability 
- For clinical datasets or third party data, please ensure that the statement adheres to our policy 

 

DNA sequence data, genome, experimental data, and CHC data used in this study are associated with the previously published studies (Gompert, Comeault, et al. 
2014; Riesch et al. 2017). The associated DNA sequence data have been archived on NCBIs SRA (Accession: PRJNA356405 818 ID: 356405).

Human research participants
Policy information about studies involving human research participants and Sex and Gender in Research. 

Reporting on sex and gender This study did not involve human participants.

Population characteristics This study did not involve human participants.

Recruitment This study did not involve human participants.

Ethics oversight This study did not involve human participants.

Note that full information on the approval of the study protocol must also be provided in the manuscript.

Field-specific reporting
Please select the one below that is the best fit for your research. If you are not sure, read the appropriate sections before making your selection.

Life sciences Behavioural & social sciences  Ecological, evolutionary & environmental sciences

For a reference copy of the document with all sections, see nature.com/documents/nr-reporting-summary-flat.pdf

Ecological, evolutionary & environmental sciences study design
All studies must disclose on these points even when the disclosure is negative.

Study description Evolution can repeat itself, resulting in parallel adaptations in independent lineages occupying similar environments. Moreover, 
parallel evolution sometimes, but not always, uses the same genes. Two main hypotheses have been put forth to explain the 
probability and extent of parallel evolution. First, parallel evolution is more likely when shared ecologies result in similar patterns of 
natural selection in different taxa. Second, parallelism is more likely when genomes are similar, because of shared standing variation 
and similar mutational effects in closely related genomes. Here we combine ecological, genomic, experimental, and phenotypic data 
with Bayesian modeling and randomization tests to quantify the degree of parallelism and its relationship with ecology and genetics. 
Our results show that the extent to which genomic regions associated with climate are parallel among species of Timema stick insects 
is shaped collectively by shared ecology and genomic background. Specifically, the extent of genomic parallelism decays with 
divergence in climatic conditions (i.e., habitat or ecological similarity) and genomic similarity. Moreover, we find that climate-
associated loci are likely subject to selection in a field experiment, overlap with genetic regions associated with cuticular hydrocarbon 
traits, and are not strongly shaped by introgression between species. Our findings shed light on when evolution is most expected to 
repeat itself.

Research sample Our study system is wingless, univoltine, herbivorous stick insects in the genus Timema, many species of which are endemic to 
California, USA. These insects are best-studied for their cryptic colours and colour-patterns, which are controlled by the same genetic 
region (termed Mel-Stripe) in all species studied to date. Timema colouration thus provides a striking example of highly parallel 
evolution at the level of a single, largely non-recombining gene region that could be considered akin to a major effect locus. 
However, adaptation often involves many genes, including those with alleles of minor effect, arrayed throughout the genome, where 
the probability of parallel genetic evolution is less clear. In this context, we study a novel ecological dimension in Timema, namely 
climate, motivated by the fact that adaptation to varying climatic (abiotic) conditions of the environment can be polygenic, and the 
genus Timema inhabits variable habitats in California. For example, the occupied habitats of Timema range from sea-level to 
mountainous regions, and from arid semi-deserts near the Mexican border to wet evergreen forests in northern California [50]. 
Moreover, there is climatic variation both within and among species, with several species being distributed along elevational 
gradients (ranging from 10 meters to ~2800 meters). This creates an opportunity to test the role of climatic variables, such as 
precipitation and temperature, in driving parallel evolution in Timema, which are known to be important determinants of selection in 
many organisms.

Sampling strategy For this study, we used 8 species which included ~54 populations across species (N=1412). This sample size was ideal for testing 
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Sampling strategy hypothesis for parallel adaptation to climate at the genomic level. Comparisons across species are rare for tests of parallelism and 

this dataset provided a novel opportunity to identify the causes of decay of parallelism across species.

Data collection The data included in this study was generated previously as specified in the manuscript.

Timing and spatial scale The data used in this study was published in a study in 2017.  Samples were collected from California, USA.

Data exclusions No data were excluded from this study.

Reproducibility We did not have experimental tests in this study, but all code used for analysis has been archived on Github.

Randomization One way in which correlations were controlled in climate variables was by using the first three principal components as 
environmental variables (representing climate variables) to test the genomic association to climate using BayPass software. We also 
performed one-way randomizations for all parallelism tests and conducted additional permutation tests to check the robustness of 
our parallelism and shared-ecology and shared-genetics hypothesis tests.

Blinding Blinding is not relevant to this study as we are not dealing with human subjects or making any inference about behavior. We are just 
using the samples for genomic DNA to make inferences about evolution and population genetics.

Did the study involve field work? Yes No

Reporting for specific materials, systems and methods
We require information from authors about some types of materials, experimental systems and methods used in many studies. Here, indicate whether each material, 
system or method listed is relevant to your study. If you are not sure if a list item applies to your research, read the appropriate section before selecting a response. 

Materials & experimental systems
n/a Involved in the study

Antibodies

Eukaryotic cell lines

Palaeontology and archaeology

Animals and other organisms

Clinical data

Dual use research of concern

Methods
n/a Involved in the study

ChIP-seq

Flow cytometry

MRI-based neuroimaging
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